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Our state of arousal fluctuates from moment to
moment—fluctuations that can have profound impacts
on behavior. Arousal has been proposed to play a
powerful, widespread role in the brain, influencing
processes as far ranging as perception, memory,
learning, and decision making. Although arousal clearly
plays a critical role in modulating behavior, the
mechanisms underlying this modulation remain poorly
understood. To address this knowledge gap, we
examined the modulatory role of arousal on one of the
cornerstones of visual perception: contrast perception.
Using a reward-driven paradigm to manipulate arousal
state, we discovered that elevated arousal state
substantially enhances visual sensitivity, incurring a
multiplicative modulation of contrast response. Contrast
defines vision, determining whether objects appear
visible or invisible to us, and these results indicate that
one of the consequences of decreased arousal state is an
impaired ability to visually process our environment.

Introduction

How do arousal states govern behavior? Arousal
levels are largely regulated by the locus coeruleus–
norepinephrine system, a component of the ascending
reticular activating system (Aston-Jones & Cohen,
2005b; Moruzzi & Magoun, 1949; Sara, 2009). This
system, which is also believed to play a role in
governing vigilance (Berridge, 2008; Carter et al., 2010)
and stress responses (Valentino & Van Bockstaele,
2008), projects widely throughout the brain and is
believed to influence a host of cognitive processes (Sara,
2009). Despite the ubiquitous role that arousal seems to
play in affecting behavior, the mechanism by which
arousal state modulates representations remains un-
clear. While some have theorized that arousal levels

modulate the gain of neural responses (Aston-Jones &
Cohen, 2005a; Gayet, Paffen, Belopolsky, Theeuwes, &
Van der Stigchel, 2016; Mather, Clewett, Sakaki, &
Harley, 2015), only a handful of studies have directly
tested this intriguing hypothesis (Cano, Bezdudnaya,
Swadlow, & Alonso, 2006), particularly in humans (T.-
H. Lee, Baek, Lu, & Mather, 2014; T. H. Lee, Sakaki,
Cheng, Velasco, & Mather, 2014; Phelps, Ling, &
Carrasco, 2006). In this study, we examined how
reward-driven arousal states affect the human contrast
response. The contrast response function is one of the
most well-characterized neural responsivity profiles in
vision, mapping the nonlinear relationship between the
physical contrast of a signal and its resultant neural
response (Ohzawa, Sclar, & Freeman, 1982). This gain
profile plays a primary role in determining what we can
and cannot see in our visual environment, and the
shape of this function has already proven itself to be
malleable to a number of cognitive processes, including
attention (Cameron, Tai & Carrasco, 2002; Carrasco,
Ling, & Read, 2004; Herrmann, Montaser-Kouhsari,
Carrasco, & Heeger, 2010; Ling & Carrasco, 2006a,
2006b; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004; Reynolds & Heeger,
2009) and competition (Ling & Blake, 2012; Moradi &
Heeger, 2009). Although there is evidence to suggest
that arousal states alter human perception (Keil et al.,
2003; T.-H. Lee, Baek et al., 2014; T. H. Lee, Sakaki et
al., 2014; Lojowska, Gladwin, Hermans, & Roelofs,
2015; Phelps et al., 2006; Woods, Philbeck, & Wirtz,
2013), very little work has directly explored how
arousal levels might influence the contrast response
profile (Cano et al., 2006; Zhuang et al., 2014),
particularly in humans (Song & Keil, 2014). Some
theorize that the slope of a response profile becomes
steeper with arousal level (Aston-Jones & Cohen,
2005a), which would increase discriminability strad-
dling a certain range of intensities. However, other
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reports from animal models suggest instead that
contrast responsivity increases multiplicatively when
alertness is high, effectively boosting the overall signal-
to-noise ratio (Cano et al., 2006). In this study, we
employed psychophysical measures of contrast sensi-
tivity to evaluate these competing hypotheses, exam-
ining the role that arousal level plays in altering
contrast sensitivity in humans. In particular, we
assessed how arousal alters the shape of the contrast
psychometric function, quantifying the specific gain
changes brought about by arousal.

To manipulate arousal, we divided participants into
two groups: high-arousal and low-arousal. One
group—high-arousal—was asked to refrain from eating
and drinking for 5 hr prior to the experiment. The other
group (low-arousal) was allowed normal access to
eating and drinking, and was given a cup of water prior
to the experiment. During the psychophysical experi-
ment, both groups received drops of water at 80%
probability coincident with stimulus presentation
throughout the experiment. Water during the experi-
ment arouses participants differently, depending on
deprivation history: Under deprivation the water drops
lead to high levels of arousal, and under satiation they
lead to lower levels of arousal. Importantly, because we
were simply interested in manipulating arousal state,
the likelihood of water delivery was not contingent on a
participant’s response. This differs from traditional
reward paradigms, allowing for purer arousal manip-
ulation (Kim, Seitz, & Watanabe, 2015; O’Doherty,
Deichmann, Critchley, & Dolan, 2002).

Experiment 1: Does arousal affect
contrast perception?

Methods

Participants

Participants consisted of 46 healthy male and female
volunteers, ages 18–23, with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. Sample sizes in our experiment was
determined based on simulation-based power analyses,
with a ¼ 0.05 and power of 0.80 for between-groups
comparison; a minimum of 16 participants per group
was needed, given an effect size of 0.52 (Cohen’s d). All
participants were undergraduates at Boston University,
and gave informed consent in the protocol that was
approved by the institutional review board at Boston
University.

Materials and apparatus

Visual stimuli were generated on a gamma-corrected,
19-in. CRT display (100-Hz refresh), with the monitor’s

mean luminance (42 cd/m2) providing the only source
of illumination in an otherwise dark testing chamber.
Participant’s heads were stabilized with a chin and
forehead rest, 57 cm from the display. All aspects of the
experiment—display generation, trial sequences, and
staircase procedure—were controlled using MATLAB
and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997) running on a Mac Mini.

Procedure

To optimize contrast parameters for each participant
such that we fully captured their dynamic range, an
initial titration procedure was conducted to customize
the ranges of contrasts tested for each individual
participant, without water delivery. Specifically, we
used an adaptive staircase procedure (QUEST; Watson
& Pelli, 1983) to measure participants’ contrast
threshold for performing a two-alternative forced-
choice fine orientation-discrimination task (628 relative
to vertical) on an oriented Gabor stimulus at fixation
(subtending 48 of visual angle, 1 c/8), at 75% accuracy
(Figure 2B). We acquired four staircases, each of which
was 40 trials, and the average of these contrast
thresholds gave us a ballpark estimate of the range of
contrasts needed to fully capture the dynamic range of

Figure 1. Reward value increases stimulus-evoked pupillary

response diameter. The red curve indicates mean pupil dilation

from the high-arousal (deprived) group, and the blue curve

represents mean pupil dilation from the low-arousal (non-

deprived) group. Shaded regions represent standard errors. The

black bar corresponds to visual-stimulus duration (200 ms). The

green-shaded region of a 300-ms time window (the stimulus

duration plus an additional 100-ms lag) was used for statistical

analysis. Pupil diameter was normalized relative to the mean of

the pupillometry time series. We calculated means of pupil

dilations within the time window for t tests. Note that the

increase in diameter prior to the stimulus onset was simply due

to the anticipation of an upcoming stimulus, which had a

predictable timing.
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the psychometric function per participant. Once the
contrast threshold was established, we proceeded to the
main experiment, in which we asked participants to
perform a fine orientation-discrimination task on a
grating stimulus that varied in contrast from trial to
trial. The set of contrasts tested differed per partici-
pant, relying on their measured contrast threshold as a
center point for a set of nine contrasts that were evenly
spaced on a log scale, straddling the threshold contrast
(M ¼ 8.9% contrast, SD ¼ 0.12). This was done to
ensure that each participant’s data set spanned the
entire dynamic range, as well as to achieve saturation of
the psychometric function.

Each trial started with a 500-ms fixation period in
which participants gazed upon a small white dot (0.28
in diameter) at the center of screen. Then the fixation
dot turned green and a target orientation stimulus was
presented for 200 ms. As soon as the target was
presented, participants had 2,000 ms to respond with a
key press regarding whether the stimulus was oriented
clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to vertical
(Figure 2A). We collected 40 trials per condition.

To experimentally manipulate arousal, we adapted-
a liquid reward-delivery paradigm commonly used in
incentivized learning tasks (Imai, Kim, Sasaki, &
Watanabe, 2014; Kim, Ling & Watanabe, 2015;
O’Doherty et al., 2002; O’Doherty et al., 2004;
O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & Dolan, 2003;
Seitz, Kim, & Watanabe, 2009). Such rewards have
previously been shown to have both incentivizing and
arousing properties (Bijleveld, Custers, & Aarts, 2009;
Bray, Rangel, Shimojo, Balleine, & O’Doherty, 2008;
Das, 2015). In our experiments, unlike most previous
applications, liquid delivery was not task contingent,
providing an incidental manipulation of arousal
without operating as an incentive. Under this para-
digm, participants were divided into two groups: high-
arousal and low-arousal. The high-arousal group was
asked to refrain from eating and drinking for 5 hr prior
to the experiment. The low-arousal group was allowed
normal access to eating and drinking and was given
water prior to the experiment. During the psycho-
physical experiment, both groups received drops of
water at 80% probability coincident with stimulus
presentation throughout the experiment. Importantly,
because we were simply interested in manipulating
arousal state, note that the likelihood of water delivery
was not contingent on a participant’s response (‘‘free
reward’’), unlike traditional reward paradigms, thereby
allowing for a purer arousal manipulation. Participants
were explicitly told that the liquid rewards arrived
independent of performance. Water during the exper-
iment aroused participants differently, depending on
deprivation history: Under deprivation, water drops
lead to high levels of arousal, and under satiation, they
lead to lower levels of arousal. Water was delivered
using a ValveLink 8.2 Liquid Delivery System (Auto-
Mate Scientific, Berkeley, CA), which controlled the
precise delivery of water to the participant, through an
FDA-approved sterilized tube that extended into the
participant’s mouth. In our experiments, each reward
instance involved the delivery of ;0.67 ml of water, for
200 ms. Across a 1-hr session, ;200 ml was delivered in
total. This type of manipulation has been shown to
effectively alter arousal, increasing pupil diameter as a
function of reward value (Bijleveld et al., 2009).
Importantly, because we were simply interested in
manipulating arousal state, the likelihood of water
delivery was not contingent on a participant’s response.
Because there is no response contingency for the water
delivery, this differed from traditional reward proto-
cols, allowing for a purer arousal manipulation and
avoiding confounds with certain cognitive factors such
as motivation and attention. To rule out spatial
attention as a confounding factor, the stimulus location
was always fixed, with no uncertainty. Because the
liquid delivery was not contingent on behavioral
performance, motivation and effort were precluded as

Figure 2. Task schematic and examples of orientation stimuli

with different contrast levels. (A) A typical trial sequence in the

experiment. (B) In a given trial, the target stimulus was tilted

either clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to vertical,

and participants were asked to report whether the grating was

oriented clockwise or counterclockwise relative to vertical

(upper row). To measure sensitivity as a function of contrast, the

physical contrast of the stimuli varied from trial to trial, from

very low to high (lower row).
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confounding factors. Thus, effects we observed are
attributed to the specific arousal manipulation.

Results

Stimulus-evoked pupil-diameter changes with arousal
state

As an independent validation of the efficacy of the
water-delivery protocol at altering arousal levels, we
conducted pupillometry measurements in a separate set
of 14 participants (Figure 1), to compare stimulus-
evoked pupil dilation to the liquid rewards. Arousal
state has been linked to pupil changes (McGinley et al.,
2015; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck, Batista-Brito,
Knoblich, & Cardin, 2015), with previous work
showing a strong link between pupil diameter and
neural responses within the locus coeruleus–norepi-
nephrine system (Wang & Munoz, 2015). Throughout
the experiment, participants were instructed to main-
tain fixation on a central fixation point, and performed
a two-alternative forced-choice orientation-discrimina-
tion task on a stimulus of fixed contrast (20%
Michelson contrast). To measure pupil dilation, the
pupil was monitored from the left eye using an EyeLink
II eye-tracking system at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. We
removed eyeblinks, as well as an additional 50 ms of
data after blink, and further processed data by
excluding spikes that were not in a predetermined range
(�3 , z score , 3) after applying z score to the
derivative of the time series of the pupil data. Our
results square with existing literature, revealing that
stimulus-evoked pupil diameter is dependent on depri-
vation history: The high-arousal group demonstrated a
larger stimulus-evoked pupillary response to the water
stimulus than the low-arousal group, t(14) ¼ 2.56, p ¼
0.028, two-sample t test, two-tailed. Interestingly, when
we split the pupillometry time series into first and
second halves, we found that there was no interaction
between the high-arousal group and the low-arousal
group and time, F(1, 14)¼0.049, p¼0.8, indicating that
the arousal level of the high-arousal group was greater
than that of the low-arousal group in the first half as
well as the second half of the task. However, mean
pupil diameter decreased over time, F(1, 14)¼ 27.5, p ,
0.01, in both the high-arousal and low-arousal groups.
This could be driven by a general novelty-driven
increase in arousal across both high-arousal and low-
arousal groups in response to the water delivery, which
peters off for both groups. While other cognitive
factors such as attention have been suggested to
influence pupil diameter as well (Gabay, Pertzov, &
Henik, 2011; Wierda, van Rijn, Taatgen, & Martens,
2012), in this study spatial and feature-based attention
was held constant, and thus any observed effects are
attributed to the specific arousal manipulation.

Reward-driven arousal state alters contrast sensitivity

To examine how arousal level influences contrast
perception, we measured contrast psychometric func-
tions in the deprived (high-arousal) and nondeprived
(low-arousal) groups, with both groups receiving drops
of water at 80% probability coincident with stimulus
presentation. Participants performed a fine orientation-
discrimination task on a grating stimulus appearing at
fixation that varied in contrast from trial to trial. To
fully capture each participant’s dynamic range, we
titrated the set of contrasts tested per individual prior
to testing (for details, see Methods). Using the method
of constant stimuli, we measured the psychometric
function, a behavioral measure that scales proportion-
ally to the signal-to-noise ratio of the underlying neural
contrast response function (Britten, Shadlen, New-
some, & Movshon, 1992; Cameron et al., 2002;
Celebrini & Newsome, 1994; Herrmann et al., 2010;
Ling & Blake, 2012; Ling & Carrasco, 2006a, b; Parker
& Newsome, 1998; Pestilli, Ling, & Carrasco, 2009;
Shadlen, Britten, Newsome, & Movshon, 1996).
Specifically, changes in the neural contrast response
function under this framework directly affect an
observer’s ability to discriminate orientation changes in
the probe that would, in turn, be reflected in
corresponding changes to the behavioral psychometric
functions. Importantly, the fine orientation discrimi-
nation was also designed such that psychometric
functions did not saturate at perfect accuracy for most
participants, allowing ‘‘headroom’’ to measure poten-
tial changes in the asymptote of the function with
arousal level. In this design, the stimulus location and
base orientation were fixed throughout the experiment.
Because attentional allocation was held constant, it was
precluded from playing a potential confounding role.

To quantify the shape of the psychometric function,
each participant’s accuracy was converted to d0 units
(Green & Swets, 1989) and fitted with Naka–Rushton
functions (Naka & Rushton, 1966), quantifying the
nonlinear relationship between stimulus input and
response output. The results of these fits allowed us to
quantitatively assess changes in the shape and magni-
tude of functions between the high-arousal and low-
arousal conditions, in each participant. In particular,
this model allowed us to quantify changes in the
asymptote of the psychometric function (Rmax param-
eter), which is a metric for the response gain of the
underlying contrast response function; the semisatura-
tion constant (C50 parameter), which is a metric for
underlying contrast sensitivity; and the slope (n), which
is a metric for sensitivity to changes in contrast within a
given range. Fits across participants and conditions
were high (mean R2: high-arousal¼ 0.88, low-arousal¼
0.86), and we observed no difference in goodness of fit
between conditions, t(44)¼ 0.8836, p ¼ 0.38.
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Figure 3A depicts the pooled results from 46
observers (23 deprived and 23 nondeprived), revealing
that high-arousal states increased asymptotic sensitiv-
ity, consistent with a response-gain modulation. More
specifically, those in the deprived (high-arousal) group
yielded psychometric functions that saturate (Rmax)
significantly higher than those in the nondeprived (low-
arousal) group, t(44)¼ 2.823, p , 0.01, two-sample t
test, two-tailed (Figure 3B), consistent with an increase
in the responsivity of the underlying contrast response.
A nonparametric bootstrap test also confirmed that
this difference in Rmax was significantly different
between the high-arousal and low-arousal groups (95%
confidence interval [0.17, 0.87]). Interestingly, however,
our results revealed no difference in the semisaturation
constant (C50) or the slope (n) between the two
groups—C50: t(44)¼�0.32, p¼ 0.74; n: t(44)¼�0.19, p
¼ 0.85; two-sample t test, two-tailed (Figure 3C and D).
Taken together, these findings suggest that arousal
alters the gain of early visual perception strictly by
multiplicatively boosting overall responsivity to stimuli.

Experiment 2: Deprivation alone
does not affect contrast perception

To rule out the possibility that our deprivation
manipulation alone could have affected visual re-
sponses, we conducted an additional control experi-
ment, in the absence of any liquid rewards. This
experiment was identical to the main experiment,
whereby one group of participants refrained from
eating or drinking for 5 hr and another group did not.
The only distinction was that participants did not
receive the liquid reward during the psychophysical
paradigm. If the results in Experiment 1 are truly due to
arousal-state difference driven by our manipulation of
the combination of deprivation history and liquid
reward, rather than simply to deprivation alone, then
we would expect no difference in psychometric
functions in the absence of liquid rewards.

Methods

Participants consisted of 34 (17 deprived, 17 non-
deprived) healthy male and female volunteers, ages 18–
23, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Sample
sizes in our experiment were determined based on
simulation-based power analyses, with a ¼ 0.05 and
power of 0.80 for between-groups comparison; a
minimum of 16 participants per group was needed,
given an effect size of 0.52 (Cohen’s d). All participants
were undergraduates of Boston University, and gave
informed consent in the protocol that was approved by
the institutional review board at Boston University.
Visual stimuli were identical to those of Experiment 1,
as was the procedure; contrast psychometric functions
were assessed for two groups—one deprived and one
nondeprived—but here participants were not given
liquid rewards during the psychophysical task.

Results

In the absence of liquid rewards, our results verified
that there was no significant influence of deprivation
state alone on the contrast response—Rmax: t(32) ¼
�0.24, p ¼ 0.82; C50: t(32) ¼ 0.68, p ¼ 0.5; n: t(32) ¼
0.58, p¼ 0.56; two-sample t test, two-tailed (Figure 4).
Fits across participants and conditions were high (mean
R2: high-arousal¼ 0.87, low-arousal¼ 0.85), and we
observed no difference in goodness of fit between
conditions, t(32)¼ 0.5085, p ¼ 0.61. This suggests that
the effects we observed in Experiment 1 were driven by
the arousal-evoking combination of deprivation history
and the liquid reward. Comparing conditions from
Experiments 1 and 2, we also observed differences in

Figure 3. Results revealing the influence of arousal level on the

psychophysical contrast response function. (A) Psychometric

functions based on mean parameter estimates fitted per

individual participant. Shaded area corresponds to 95%

confidence interval. Data points correspond to mean perfor-

mance and standard error, normalized to the maximum contrast

per participant. (B) Arousal level significantly boosts the

asymptote (Rmax). Arousal level did not have a significant

impact on the semisaturation constant (C50; C) or the slope (n;

D). Points correspond to individual subject fitted parameter

estimates.
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contrast response functions between the deprived-
rewarded group and deprived-nonrewarded group. The
addition of water delivery appeared to increase the
asymptotic (Rmax) response, t(38) ¼ 2.3175, p¼ 0.026,
presumably simply due to increases in arousal with
liquid stimulation.

General discussion

Arousal states can have profound impacts on
behavior: Current estimates suggest that over 70,000
car-related injuries in the United States each year are
attributed to driving under drowsy, low-arousal states
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U.S.
Department of Transportation, 2011). What influence,
though, does arousal have on visual responsivity?
Using the contrast response as a test bed, our results
suggest that low arousal substantially decreases the
response gain of the underlying behavioral response
function. Although further work will be needed to
pinpoint the cortical or subcortical locus of our

behavioral effects in humans, our current behavioral
results square with animal work reporting that alertness
levels have a multiplicative effect on the contrast
response function of lateral geniculate nucleus neurons
in rabbits (Cano et al., 2006). Interestingly, a growing
body of recent electrophysiological studies in rodents
has also found evidence to suggest that speed of
locomotion multiplicatively increases the gain of
responses in early visuocortical and subcortical areas
(Erisken et al., 2014; Niell & Stryker, 2010)—an effect
that some have suggested is also linked to arousal levels
(Erisken et al., 2014). While processes such as attention
have been shown to modulate subcortical responses in
humans (Kastner, Schneider, & Wunderlich, 2006;
Ling, Pratte, & Tong, 2015; Schneider & Kastner,
2009), the role that arousal plays in modulating
subcortical visual areas remains to be tested.

Note that while our arousal manipulation does
increase pupil diameter, this alone does not necessitate
improvements in visual sensitivity, and is unlikely to
explain our current results. Indeed, an increase in pupil
size has been shown to generally impair contrast
sensitivity, owing to increased spherical aberrations,
wherein the largest impairments occur at high spatial
frequencies (impairments emerge at .3–4 c/8; Campbell
& Green, 1965). In addition, our stimuli were
intentionally chosen to have a sufficiently low spatial
frequency (1 c/8) that discriminability remained unaf-
fected by changes in pupil size alone (Campbell &
Green, 1965). Thus, the effects on visual sensitivity we
observe here are likely to have emerged purely from
reward-driven arousal, rather than changes in pupil
diameter alone. Interestingly, previous work has found
that emotionally driven increases in arousal enhance
contrast thresholds at low spatial frequencies yet can
impair contrast sensitivity for higher spatial frequencies
(Bocanegra & Zeelenberg, 2009; Lojowska et al., 2015).
While it is possible that arousal truly impairs sensitivity
for high spatial frequencies at a cortical level, these
observed impairments could also arise strictly as a
result of an increase in pupil diameter, which is known
to optically degrade the visual input to a larger degree
for higher spatial frequencies.

What neural computations might drive changes in
gain with arousal? One possible hypothesis is that this
arousal-driven modulation is made possible through a
tip in the balance between excitation and inhibition
inherent to divisive normalization models, thereby
altering neural responsivity and perceptual sensitivity.
The link between divisive normalization and gain
control has served as a cornerstone concept for
computational models of early vision (Carandini &
Heeger, 2011; Heeger, 1992; Ling & Blake, 2012; Ling,
Jehee, & Pestilli, 2015; Ling, Pearson, & Blake, 2009;
Pratte, Ling, Swisher, & Tong, 2013; Reynolds &
Heeger, 2009), and more recent models have built on

Figure 4. Results from Experiment 2, revealing the influence of

deprivation alone on the psychophysical contrast response

function. (A) Psychometric functions based on mean parameter

estimates fitted per individual participant. Shaded area

corresponds to 95% confidence interval. Data points correspond

to mean performance and standard error, normalized to the

maximum contrast per participant. Deprivation in the absence

of rewards did not have a significant impact on the asymptote

(Rmax; B), the semisaturation constant (C50; C), or the slope (n;

D). Points correspond to individual subject fitted parameter

estimates.
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this idea, implicating normalization as the driving force
behind sensory-gain modulation via processes such as
attention (Carandini & Heeger, 2011; Reynolds &
Heeger, 2009) and interocular competition (Ling &
Blake, 2012; Ling, Hubert-Wallander, & Blake, 2010;
Moradi & Heeger, 2009). Specifically, these normali-
zation-based models of gain modulation rely on a
simple idea: that increases in the gain of a visual
response hinge on a release from inhibition. A similar
force may be driving arousal-based modulation of
perception: Arousal may enact a release from inhibi-
tory mechanisms, and as a result boost the gain of a
visual response and improve sensitivity to high-contrast
stimuli. Although the neuromodulatory source of this
gain modulation may come from multiple sites (S. H.
Lee & Dan, 2012), animal work has begun shedding
light on the cellular and neuromodulatory mechanisms
underlying the boost in visuocortical gain with arousal
in rodents, revealing that norepinephrine does indeed
play a critical role in neural depolarization during
arousal-heightening locomotion, a neuromodulatory
role distinct from that of acetylcholine (Polack, Fried-
man, & Golshani, 2013).

Although attention and arousal are often considered
linked processes, the origins of their modulatory signals
are quite distinct. Arousal signals have primarily been
attributed to the locus coeruleus–norepinephrine sys-
tem, whereas the attentional-control signals stem from
a cortical constellation encompassing both dorsal and
ventral frontoparietal networks. Thus, while they are
potentially complementary modulatory signals, it
remains unclear as to whether these two processes
influence response properties in the brain interactively
or they act as two independent processes. Interestingly,
attention researchers have long viewed arousal levels as
a source of potential confounds in empirical studies of
attention. Surprisingly, however, there is very little
understanding of what mechanistic contribution
arousal actually plays in attentional modulation.
Future work may shed light on the interplay between
attention and arousal modulation of the gain of
response in humans.

Keywords: arousal, contrast response function,
reward, visual perception
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